
Wood Shapes for Kids
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

Meet the craft supply you need for all 
things kids. Easy DIYs ahead.



Have a Blast
To give our galaxy shadowbox some 
dimension, we glued the astronaut and 
rocket shapes to the glass and the earth 
to the back panel. Look out, Saturn!

Storybook Suite
A 3D scene she can escape 
to? It’s all about wood 
shapes. Just decoupage 
or paint the background, 
and the shapes will 
bring it to life. 
Tip: Glue shapes 
to the inside and 
outside to add depth.
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All the Buzz
Painted wood shapes are the key to 
no-fuss nesting. Like these bees—they 
effortlessly elevate simple yarn art. 
Attach them by sandwiching (and hot 
gluing) yarn between the wood and a 
piece of felt.
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Teacher gifts, favors, you name it—wood 
shapes make great gift toppers. And since 
they’re wooden, they’ll stand up to the 
trek home. Here, we secured a flower 
to a paper straw with hot glue.

Home Bloom

So long, boring plastic bins. For 
display-able bow storage, dress up 
a wood plaque with premade (and 
pre-glittered) letters and wood shapes. 
Tip: Ribbons glued to the back 
make bow hanging a snap.

Sea Change
Wood shapes help you tackle a theme—
say, under the sea—and make it easy to 
swap out when the tides change. 
What we used: wood panel, Home Decor 
hooks, decorative netting, wood shapes.

Bow Show



DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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Frame On
Say yeehaw to little one’s 
latest obsession with easy 
glued-on shapes. They work 
well on readymade items like 
this wooden frame (painted 
to match our theme). Tip: Use 
super glue for long-lasting stick!

About Face
If you can’t beat the toy soldier 
takeover, join it! You can turn 
wood crates into army stock 
with the help of stencils and 
glued-on army shapes. 
Idea: Secure wooden dog 
tags to crates with ball chain.


